
THE STEP-BY-STEP TRAINING FOR COACHES WHO WANT TO BUILD A UNIQUE
FRAMEWORK THAT MAKES THEM STAND OUT IN A CROWDED MARKET AND

ATTRACTS CLIENTS WITH EASE - EVEN IF YOU ARE JUST STARTING OUT.

Every super-successful coach has a unique framework that helps them stand out above the
others in their industry.  It's their "sweet sauce" to success.

The struggle is that so many coaches waste time on client attraction strategies that don't really
work like endless hours of reels, or posting on Instagram when instead they could develop their
unique framework for client success and stand out immediately.

In fact, The most effective way to stand out in a crowded coaching market is by creating a step-
by-step process that you take each client through to produce consistent results…time after time
after time.   

Your Signature Coaching Framework

CAUSE–AIN’T NOBODY GONNA DO IT LIKE YOU DO IT!

A signature methodology or framework is a step-by-step
process unique to your coaching business that you take
each client through to produce consistent results…time
after time after time.

Your method is what you teach and how to teach it. It’s
what allows you to immediately stand out and distinguish
yourself from every other coach in the industry.

And I will be teaching you how to create your framework
LIVE inside the Framework Builder Lab™ {even if you
don’t think you have a framework yet.}
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Framework Builder Lab™ is for coaches, practitioners, therapists, content
experts, or  course creators who:

Want to create a step-by-step process to guide their clients through to
guarantee consistent results.
Are overwhelmed creating that process and don’t know where to start.
Are nervous to start coaching their first client because they have no idea what
they would even teach first and then next.
Think they don’t even have a process yet because they haven’t served enough
clients.

Framework Builder Lab™ is NOT for coaches, practitioners, therapists,
content experts, or course creators who:

Want someone to develop their signature framework for them.
Don’t care about their clients' results.
Are planning to repeat someone else’s process instead of be original and
authentic.

Once you complete the Framework Builder Lab™ 
here is what you will have:

🙌 A complete step by step process to guide your coaching.
🙌 Clarity on exactly what results your clients will walk away from your coaching with.

🙌 A list of deliverable resources you can create to overdeliver every single time with your clients.
🙌 The exact container your framework is best suited for.
🙌 Confidence about who you are what you offer as a coach.

This Framework lab is for

It's not for



DISCOVER HOW TO REVERSE DESIGN 
In this phase, you will discover:

How To Create a Results-Guaranteed Process So That You Feel Clear And Confident
How To Identify Clear Client Objectives
How To Create A Successful Client Journey
How To Identify The Best Coaching Container For Your Framework

BUILDING OUT YOUR CONTENT
In this phase, you will discover:

How To Build Out Content That Encourages Your Clients To Take Action
How To Create Deliverables That Align With Your Coaching AND Deepen Client Results
The Secret To Creating AMAZING Content For Your Clients

FRAMEWORK INFUSION 
In this phase, you will discover:

How To Name & Package Your Framework
How To Amplify Your Framework
How To Deepen Self-Belief In Your Framework

All of this is packed inside of 6 LIVE coaching calls with Amanda.

And these Bonuses

*Sign up before 7/7 and you will have access to 2 BONUS Implementation calls 30 and 60 days after the Lab
ends to get continued support as you take action. (Valued $667.00)*

Here is what is included inside The Framework Builder Lab™:

Total Value: $6,179
Your Investment: 

$279

NOW
Sign me up

Yes!!!  I want this $6,179 offer for only $279 

(VALUED $997.00)

 (VALUED $997.00)

(VALUED $997.00)

 (VALUED $1997.00)

Bonus: Live Community
Bonus: B.E.S.T. Framework
Bonus: Framework Graphic Templates

$497.00
$497.00
$197.00

https://amandawalker.simplero.com/purchase/185564-Framework-Builder-Lab
http://www.amanda-walker.com/lab
http://www.amanda-walker.com/lab

